Puppy pen set up for house rabbits

D Litter tray near
hay rack so they can
eat whilst pooping.
D Bedding
is a sample
square of
carpet found
in most
carpet shops
and sold for
about a £1.
This is placed
inside a
pillow case,
which is also
cheap to buy
and easy to
wash

D Basket hay rack
causes less mess
than a wire rack.

D Cardboard box
for entertainment
and to provide a
safe place to hide

D Placing a grass
mat under the
hay rack makes it
easier to sweep
up the spilt hay.
Hay rack basket and
grass mat available from
www.thehayexperts.co.uk

D Blanket to dig at
and push about.

Puppy pens available from www.croftonline.co.uk

More about the puppy pens
D A great set up for a house rabbit is an open top puppy pen.
They can be spacious and airy so the rabbit does not feel
enclosed as much as they would in a cage.
D Pens are also great as you can move them around, change
the shape of them etc to suit your space and this adds variety.
D They also look good and do not clutter a room.
Please note: If you have other animals then you will need a pen that comes
with a top too for added security.

D The best height to get is 35in. This will stop any escapes if
your bunny was thinking of jumping over the top.
Just be careful to not place any items like cardboard boxes or anything
your bunny could climb up on, next to the edges, as this will then reduce the
height of the panels and make it easy for them to jump out.

D Here is the website address that sells
very good quality secure puppy pens at
very reasonable prices. They also sell
panels individually, so you can make your
own.

www.croftonline.co.uk
D They sell 3 different types of door
panels.
One is called dropside. This is the least
favourite as your bunny will need to jump
over it to get out and it is quite high, even
for a rabbit to clear. You could always turn it
on its side so the panel opens longways,
but there are better options.
The panel with the dog gate is the best
option as you can undo just the little gate for
your rabbit to jump in and out of.
To allow yourself to get in and out you open
up the panel itself.
They also do a walk through gate, but the
height at the bottom again is quite high.

D If you buy the single panels they come
supplied with white plastic clips to attach
them and they are very secure.
D I have 2 pens next to each other as my
2 house bunnies cannot be left together
alone as they occasionally fight. These pens are a great way
to keep them separate and safe, but at the same time they can
also still see each other and interact with each other, so they
are not completely alone.
D Please remember: Although puppy pens are a decent size, it
is still very important that your bunnies get their daily exercise.

Where to place the pen
and about the layout
I have placed items in the pen in a way that allows the
bunnies as much natural behaviour as possible. (See
pictures)
D They are near a window for natural light.
D They are also near patio doors to look out. (But be
aware they can easily get spooked by predators in the
night walking by patio doors, so I block the view a little at
night with a curtain)
D Make sure they are not right next to any radiators.
(The radiator right at the back of my rabbit pens is
permanently switched off. )
It is a good idea to have thermostats added to your
radiators so you can control the temperature of radiators
in the same room as the bunnies.
D They have a cardboard box that provides hours of
entertainment. I do find a box of around 18in by 18in by
12in is an ideal size for most rabbits
(maybe not giants)
Layering cardboard inside the box gives them more to
play with and makes it last a bit longer. I cut out 2 door
ways in the box, this adds a fun element to it and also
stops the bunny from overheating if he is gnawing/
scratching away for a long time inside the box.
Cardboard boxes are placed away from edges of the
pen where they can jump on top and jump out of
the pen.
The cardboard boxes are important for not just allowing
them entertainment, but also for somewhere to run into
when they feel threatened (like from the hoover etc).
Here is a website that sells boxes in packs of 20 which
last you ages and that are double walled. (Makes them
extra sturdy) Make sure they do not use staples in their
boxes for obvious reasons.
www.cardboardboxes.co.uk
D They have hay racks next to the litter trays to allow
them to eat as they poop.
I buy baskets for hay racks instead of the normal racks.
This stops so much mess being made and is still easy for
the rabbits to pull out bits of hay.
A good tip is to place a grass mats under the hay racks.
This allows you to sweep the spilt hay up very easily an
place into the litter tray, so nothing is wasted.
Grass mats and hay basket available from
www.thehayexperts.co.uk
D There sleeping area are placed together so they
remain close to one another.
All I use for there bed is a sample square of carpet, (you
can get these from most carpet shops for about 50p )
and I place them in cotton pillow cases. These are also
cheap to buy and easy to wash. In the winter they have a
little blanket also. The bunnies love to dig at blankets and
push them about.

